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Dipmeter Interpreter & Log Analyst — San Antonio, Texas
Dipmeters are a particularly important
group of wireline tools, which include the
state-of-the-art Formation MicroImager
(FMI). They were first developed to compute structural dip from a single borehole.
They have progressed to furnishing much
more data. They will be discussed first from
a historical development perspective and
then by applications. These applications will
be highlighted by referencing important
areas of activity and key players.
The dipmeter was first introduced in
1943. This borehole tool was designed to
collect at least three fully oriented points in
a borehole. At first the readings were three
stationary SP readings and were calculated
by hand. It was soon realized that resistivity
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As the new SIPES
President, I wish to introduce myself. I am a member of the Oklahoma City
Chapter and have served
at the national level as a
director, vice president of
national energy, and vice
president. My service in these positions on
the national board has allowed me to become
familiar with the goals and challenges SIPES
is facing both now and in the future.

was a better measurement to use, and that
log strips provided much better answers. In
both cases, orientation was achieved using a
simple compass and various gravity-driven
devices. The depth was determined from
cable measurements. As time went on, these
deviation measurements became more
sophisticated and more accurate. Present
day tools utilize state-of-the-art magnetometers and accelerometers to provide tool and
borehole orientation with a high degree of
accuracy and repeatability. In the end, resistivity has become the standard measurement to correlate, due to its hi-vertical resolution. Acoustic measures have some advantages but lack the very high resolution of
micro-resistivity. Any calculation of dip
requires at least three points oriented in
(Continued on Page 13)
The greatest challenge facing SIPES is the
same challenge other geoscience societies
are facing: declining membership. This
decline is due to a combination of retirement, member deaths and struggling career
challenges caused by the pandemic slowdown. The residual effect from the pandemic has been reflected by industry bankruptcies, downsizing of staff, declining rig
activity, and overall slowdown in workforce
demand. Tom Pronold, national board chapter liaison, reported that SIPES Chapters
are recovering at very different paces; some
are back to in-person meetings, some are
virtual, and one has not resumed meetings.
Hopefully, all SIPES Chapters will be able to
return to a normal schedule which could
(Continued on Page 5)

National Energy Information
The following report was prepared by Vice President of National
Energy Neil D. Sharp, #3446. The views and opinions expressed
are those of the author. Some of the information is available in the
public domain.
What a wild end of fourth quarter 2021 we
are heading towards. Oil and natural gas
prices are porpoising at highs that we have
not seen in quite some time ($80-$85/BBL
and $4.50-$5.50/MCF, respectively). These
prices should not come as a total shock,
since we are now seeing the economy ramp
up, and national energy demand back to
what it was in 2019. I previously discussed
how the Biden Administration was not fully grasping the
simple law of supply and demand, and that by implementing a
federal acreage moratorium and instating policies that hinder
domestic energy growth, development, and investment, only
encumbers a return to a viable economy post pandemic. As
you can see in Figure 1 on the next page, U.S. oil inventories
are dropping, and prices are increasing. Supply destruction is
prevalent and higher prices are here to stay for the next year
or so.
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However, a couple of Biden Administration items transpired recently that made me realize what their true agenda is.
Those two items are the EPA’s proposed rules on methane
emissions, and the mounting demands that the Biden
Administration is placing on OPEC+ to ramp up their production in order to reduce the price at the gas pump that we are
all seeing across the nation. This made me realize that the
Biden Administration has fully adopted the model implemented by California to cripple their oil and gas industry. At
one point in time, California supplied 40% of the oil consumed
in the U.S. (Yes, this was a long time ago, but…). But for
decades now they have been using their progressive policies to
limit development and investment in their own natural
resources. The result of those policies is that California
imports 50% to 60% of the oil used by the state and its industries from foreign entities (i.e., Ecuador, Saudi Arabia,
etc.). I understand trying to become less dependent on fossil
fuels, investing in alternative technologies, and electrifying
infrastructure that brings overall fossil fuel consumption
down, but these policies have not done that for California.
They have constant energy shortages, and their overall consumption of fossil fuels and its byproducts is increasing rapidly (1% to 3% annually). Is this really the type of policy
we need for our nation? An inconsistent grid, and
dependence on foreign oil that brings higher prices to its
citizens? This is a clear failed model and appears to be more
of a national secu-rity risk to me (i.e., Russia supplying
natural gas to Europe at its discretion).
The simple fact is that decarbonization is here to stay. It is
not going anywhere because there’s money behind it and it’s
becoming increasingly part of governmental and private
industry policy. So, as an industry we need to be aware of it
and figure out a way to adapt it into part of how we operate in
the business. However, as a nation, that does not mean we
should just adopt inadequate policies that drop reliable and
economically viable domestic energy options from our portfolio. A recent IEA graph I came across (Figure 2) clearly shows
that there is still a place for oil and gas in our future. The oil
and gas industry may go from a trillion-dollar industry to a
billion-dollar industry, but I think we all can still carve out a
living from a billion-dollar industry. My only question is
where does all that future energy to fill those batteries come
from? Maybe a question for another time. While our industry
policies and standards may need to be upgraded and address
the changing times, it does not mean that our leadership
should adopt policies that put this country in an onerous position domestically and internationally. So, when I watched
President Biden address longshoremen in Baltimore, touting

(Continued)
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NATIONAL ENERGY INFORMATION CONTINUED
his newly passed infrastructure bill, and
clumsily explaining to them how supply
and demand works, I know that he probably does know how it works. However,
he is putting this entire country at risk
by adopting a policy that depends on
OPEC+ ramping up their production
and potentially tapping into our strategic
petroleum reserve, instead of embracing
our dynamic and responsible domestic
energy industry. The current policies I
mentioned are clear indicators that he
will not support the domestic oil and gas
industry in the near term. Time will tell
if he reverses course on his current
agenda, but until then, embrace the
challenge and allow innovation to be
your guide.



The SIPES National Office
has various speaker gifts
available for purchase
from coffee cups and
paperweights, to geode
bookends and more!

Please call or email the SIPES
oﬃce at (214) 363-1780 or
sipes@sipes.org for
more information.
NOVEMBER 2021
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN CONTINUED
help in both retention and new memberships. The national board of directors is
well aware of the membership issues,
and there has been an open exchange of
comments and dialogue to try addressing the decline. I am encouraged by
several recent events. At the time of this
writing, there has been an extended
climb in oil prices, topping $80 per barrel for the first time since 2014, with
natural gas at $5.75 per MCF. In addition, I recently attended the AAPG MidContinent Section Convention in Tulsa.
I was encouraged by the attitude of the
400+ attendees, speakers, sponsors, and
vendors. We had significant traffic at the
SIPES booth with membership inquiries. I want to encourage those members
who have been hesitant to renew their
membership to remember that SIPES
offers networking, contacts, and professional development.
The Midland Chapter has been working hard as co-host of the 2022 Annual
Convention, which will be held June
13-16, at The Chateaux Deer Valley in
Park City, Utah. The convention offers a
great opportunity to connect with fellow
independent prospect generators, and

geological, geophysical, and engineering
consultants. The convention is centered
around two morning technical sessions
followed by fun afternoon activities.
Please mark your calendar!
I am excited to be your society president for 2021-2022, and I have excellent
support in an active board of directors

and executive committee who want to
continue the SIPES mission into the
future, as well as Katie and Phyllis in the
SIPES headquarters office. Please feel
free to contact me with any suggestions
or comments.



"The Independent's Challenge in Today's World"

NOVEMBER 2021
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Chapter News
FORT WORTH
We opened our fall season with a great
talk presented by the new vice chair of
the Fort Worth Chapter, Dennis
Browning, #3487. Mr. Browning’s talk
was entitled “Facies Architecture of the
Oswego Limestone of Northeastern
Kingfisher County, Oklahoma.” The
Pennsylvanian (Desmoinesian) Oswego
Limestone and Big Lime of the
Marmaton Group are present along the
northern margin of the Anadarko Basin.
The Oswego is developed as a shelf
limestone unit while southward, it
grades into a basinal shale. The gradation from shelf limestone to basinal shale
occurs in a zone that is commonly about
two to four miles wide. Within this transitional band, ''reef-like'' limestone
banks occur. A phylloid algal mound
complex is present, trending from northwest to southeast. A shallow shelf is
present behind the algal mound complex
that contains oolitic carbonate shoals
and micritic carbonate muds. The
Oswego and Big Lime formations are
productive in Northeast Kingfisher
County, Oklahoma and have produced
more than ten million barrels of oil. The
oil is produced from primary and sec-

DALLAS
The Dallas Chapter resumed talks in
September following the summer break.
Floyd “Bo” Henk gave a talk entitled
“Tidal and Shallow Marine Influence
on Deposition of the Woodbine
Formation in North Central Texas as
Evidenced by Sedimentary and Biogenic
Structures.”
Outcrop studies of the Woodbine
Formation throughout north Texas and
a study of the USGS GC-2 core taken on
Cedar Ridge suggest there are well
defined shallow marine and tidal signatures present. There is also evidence of
a forest fire in the Woodbine. As the
Woodbine shorelines gave way and
drowned under the deep-water Eagle
Ford seaway, a very pronounced and
well preserved marine transgressive surface is marked by oyster clasts and
cement ground.
Henk and Denne do not agree with
some of the earlier Woodbine Delta
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ondary porosity. Primary porosity
results from intergranular interconnection, while secondary porosity occurs
where the matrix has been leached out
or where the oolites have dissolved,
yielding oocastic porosity. The
Desmoinesian Oswego of the Marmaton
Group is equivalent to the surface Fort
Scott Formation consisting of five members: in ascending order, Breezy Hill
Limestone, Excello Shale, Blackjack
Creek Limestone, Little Osage Shale
and Higginsville Limestone. The basinal
equivalent is a black carbonaceous shale
deposited in a sediment-starved basin.
The Oswego represents several marine
transgressive-regressive sequences of
cyclic deposition. The Breezy Hill was
deposited during a marine transgression
over the deltaic sediment of the
Cherokee (Cabaniss) Group. The overlying Excello Shale was deposited in a
deep euxinic marine sea. The basal and
middle part of the Blackjack Creek was
deposited by a transgressive sea. The
Little Osage Shale was deposited in a
deep marine sea similar to the sea that
deposited the Excello. The Higginsville
was deposited during a regression, but in
the study area only the basinal terminus

of the Higginsville is represented. The
remaining Marmaton carbonates followed this pattern, until clastic detritus
influx from the south filled the basin.
Dennis Browning is the vice president
of Expro Engineering and Panther City
Exploration. With training in both geology and geophysics, Dennis has experience in conventional and unconventional reservoirs. Primary areas of interest
are onshore Gulf Coast, Permian Basin,
Bend Arch, Fort Worth Basin (both conventional and Barnett Shale), Williston
Basin Bakken Shale and the SCOOP/
STACK plays of Oklahoma. Dennis also
oversees regulatory and administrative
functions. Industry partners include
Alta Mesa Resources, Chief Oil & Gas,
Four Sevens Exploration and Western
Production Company. Dennis has been
active in the industry for over forty years
and is a member of various professional
organizations including the FWGS,
AAPG and TAEP. Dennis graduated
from Texas Tech University in 1979
with a B.S. in geology and a minor in
composite geophysics.
Jim West
Secretary

models, and these outcrop and core
interpretations should have an impact
on exploration and reservoir evaluation
within the East Texas Basin. This talk
also provided participants with an introduction to a future Dallas Chapter geology field trip to Woodbine outcrops.
Bo Henk has been an exploration geologist since graduating in 1981 with a
master’s from Texas Christian
University (TCU). He has worked in
conventional reservoirs in the U.S. and
internationally, and lived overseas for
seven years in Indonesia. He spent his
last three years at ARCO in the research
division working on bioturbated reservoirs and focusing on ichnology. He
spent a year in Edmonton working under
George Pemberton developing the field
of reservoir ichnology.
Since 2000, he has been with Matador
and Pioneer in the U.S. shale plays active in almost every one of them and
was an early core specialist in under-

standing them. Bo is also a die-hard field
geologist and has led many field trips to
south Texas, Big Bend, the Guadalupe
and Sacramento mountains, Texas Hill
Country, and Western Interior Seaway.
He is a local specialist on the Woodbine
in outcrop in north central Texas, and
has led numerous TCU, GSA and
AAPG trips to Lake Grapevine.
Bo is an adjunct professor at TCU,
and he and Dr. Richard Denne have
three M.S. students working on the
Woodbine and Austin Chalk.
Our chapter has a full slate of luncheons planned this fall and looks forward to a holiday party in December.
Come join us at Prestonwood County
Club in Dallas on the third Tuesday of
most months.
Michael Adams
Chair
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED

OKLAHOMA CITY
The Oklahoma City Chapter does not have meetings in July and August.
Our September speaker was Greg Hall. He was previously owner and operator of Frontier Energy and Dyne Exploration. He is
presently manager/owner of Greg Hall Oil & Gas LLC, and chief operations officer and director of WellCaddie LLC. WellCaddie
was founded in 2015 to develop technology solutions that measure, analyze, and predict critical operational data for the next
generation of the energy business. Putting their system on your well will allow you to get realtime data for what is happening with
the production stream from your well. This allows for getting out ahead of problems that create costly production down time.
Greg Riepl
Chair



MIDLAND
This summer, the Midland Chapter
once again began holding monthly luncheons at the Midland Country Club on
the third Wednesday of each month. All
are welcome. Please join us if you are in
town. Our recent programs have been
well received and several attendees have
joined as new members or have become
non-member affiliates of the chapter.
July’s luncheon featured speaker and
new Midland Chapter member Joe
Amezcua, #3577, presenting a fascinating description of his experiences with
Schlumberger and the reawakening of
the giant Shushufindi Field in the
Orinete Basin of Ecuador.
August’s luncheon topic was a bit
closer to home. Bill Hardie, #3173, and
Helder Alvarez of Tascosa Energy
Partners spoke on the “Petroleum
Geology of the Fade Away-Dagger Draw
Area, Eddy County, New Mexico.”

In September, Midland Chapter member, Mike Raines, #3575, of MARS
Exploration and Energy, gave a very
timely and well received talk on “CO2
EOR Options for Independents.”

In addition to the monthly luncheon
schedule, the Midland Chapter began
planning immediately after the
Fredericksburg convention in June to
co-host the 2022 SIPES Convention in
Park City, Utah, at the beautiful
Chateaux Deer Valley resort. Convention
chair, Wendell Creech, has organized
and is holding monthly meetings to plan
for next year’s convention. Priority
items under consideration include technical program speakers, advertisers and
sponsors, field trip agenda, and ancillary
convention activities. It is a full press
effort and many of our Midland Chapter
members have stepped up to help with
the convention planning.
Craig Smith
Midland Chapter
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED

WICHITA
The Wichita Chapter has been dormant since December 2020 when Mark Mills presented his talk
entitled “Is A Wholesale ‘Transition’ to a ‘New Energy Economy’ Happening or Inevitable? What are
the Consequences of Energy ‘Transition’ Policies and Subsidies?” This was one of the best talks we
have had, be it in-person or virtual with a question-and-answer period lasting about as long as the
presentation itself. We are going to start having talks again beginning with a virtual talk on November
16, by none other than the same Mark Mills. We don't have the topic yet, but his new book entitled The
Cloud Revolution: How the Convergence of New Technologies Will Unleash the Next Economic Boom and a
Roaring 2020s is scheduled to be released on November 5. This could be a very timely presentation
since 2021 seems to already be “roaring.” An official notice will be sent to all chapter chairs.
Wichita will also begin in-person talks in the spring. To date, Dick Schremmer of the National
Stripper Well Association will be giving an in-person presentation. We will also continue with virtual talks, and
Jamie Robertson, #2826, will present a climate change talk. More talks with dates and times will be published when they become
available.
Tom Pronold
Chair



SIPES Chapter Meeting Information
CORPUS CHRISTI

HOUSTON

OKL AHOMA CITY

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Rajan Ahuja
Marty Thering
Brent Winborne
Dan Pedrotti
Water Street Market
Last Tuesday of month

DALL AS
Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Jeff Allen
TBA
Scott Leaseburge
Luis Carvajal
Petroleum Club
3rd Thursday

L AFAYETTE
Michael Adams
Neil Barman
Carole Popa
John Stephens
Prestonwood Country Club
3rd Tuesday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary/
Treasurer:
Meets:

King Munson
TBA

DENVER

MIDL AND

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Gary Thompson
Bill Pearson
Jerry Cuzella
Melanie Westergaard
Wynkoop Brewing Co.
4th Thursday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Houston Elkins
Petroleum Club
2nd Wednesday

David Cromwell
Tom Wilson
George Friesen
Jerry Elger
Midland Country Club
3rd Wednesday

FORT WORTH

NEW ORLEANS

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Monte Meers
Dennis Browning
Jim West
Michael O'Donnell
Fort Worth Petroleum Club
1st Wednesday

NOVEMBER 2021

Greg Riepl
Michael Bone
Cody Griffin
Terry Hollrah
The Petroleum Club
Chase Tower, 35th Floor
1st Wednesday

SAN ANTONIO
Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Tom Kirby
Lee Billingsley
Doug McGookey
Tim McGovern
Petroleum Club
3rd Thursday

WICHITA
Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Tom Pronold

Time and Location TBD

Louis Lemarié
Cliff Williams
TBA
Eric Broadbridge
Andrea’s Restaurant
3rd Tuesday
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CORPUS CHRISTI
The Corpus Christi Chapter has been
on pause since the pandemic started in
2020. SIPES 2019-2020 President Barry
J. Rava was in town to speak to the
Corpus Christi Geological Society. It
was a good opportunity to get together.
On October 19, the chapter gathered for
a reception at the Republic of Texas restaurant. There happened to be four past
presidents in attendance, Brian Calhoun,
#1586, Patrick Nye, #3105, Barry Rava,
#3198, and Dawn Bissell, #3095 –
whew! It was a lovely evening with the
full moon rising over the bay.
Plans are underway to resume regular
meetings on January 25, 2022; location
to be determined. Tom Fett, #3361, will
present "The Dipmeter Family of
Wireline Tools."
Dawn Bissell
National Director


WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Christopher H. Reed, National Membership Committee
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Memorial Article

IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note
the passing of
the following members:

Emerson K. Droullard, #220
1925-2021

Ronald J. Krakowski, #3360
of Edmond, Oklahoma
who died on
June 10, 2021

Judge Putnam K.
(P.K.) Reiter, #294
of Mexia, Texas
who died on
August 18, 2020

Jack J. (J.J.) Richard,
#649
of Parker, Colorado
who died on
September 30, 2021


The SIPES Denver Chapter is
sad to announce that longtime
member Emerson Keith Droullard
passed away on April 8, 2021.
With SIPES he was a former
Denver Chapter Chairman 196878, National Board of Directors
1969-70 and 1976-78, Vice
President 1977; Outstanding
Service Award 2006. He was born
in Fairbury, Nebraska and
received an A.B and M.A from the
University of California.
Mr. Droullard worked with
Stanolind Oil and Gas Company

and Pan American Petroleum
Corporation for eight years. In
1959, he entered private practice
as an independent petroleum
geologist and geophysicist, working primarily in the Rocky
Mountain states. He was cofounder of Energy Minerals
Corporation in 1969, and in 1973
founded Keba Oil & Gas
Company of which he was president and CEO until 1983 when
the company was purchased by
Whiting Petroleum Corporation.
Since 1983, he has conducted
extensive research in petroleum
exploration, emphasizing surface
magnetic profiling, soil delta carbonate analysis, soil radiometry,
and soil temperature anomaly
mapping.
Emerson will be greatly missed
by the Denver Chapter.
- Gary L. Thompson, #3387
Centennial, Colorado



NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN —
for SIPES 2022 AWARDS
Nominations are now open for SIPES Honorary Membership and SIPES Outstanding Service

Awards. Qualifications for the society's two highest awards are available in the SIPES Constitution,
located on the SIPES website — www.sipes.org. Lists of previous award winners are posted here.
Please email nominations and supporting details to Chris Reed at chris@creedex.com by
January 15, 2022. Winners will be honored at the awards banquet during the 2022 Convention
in Deer Valley, Utah. All nominations are considered for three years!
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THE DIPMETER TOOLS CONTINUED
three-dimensional space, so the early
tools all had at least three arms and three
sensors. This complete orientation
necessitated at least three calipers.
These dipmeter calipers have historically provided the best representation of
the borehole geometry. Dipmeters
became more sophisticated and more
useful. These advances in acquisition
led to better computation, which led to
improved interpretations. A brief summary of dipmeter development is shown
in Table 1 below.
As the tools became more sophisticated, so did the computation of dips.
Additional measurements per each
depth allowed redundancy and more
accuracy. These computations became
more precise and more accurate. They
are also very repeatable. With the introduction of the FMS and the FMI, highquality, high-resolution images of the
sides of the borehole became possible.
This was particularly useful in stratigraphic and fracture analysis.

For several reasons, south Texas
became a center for the introduction of
new dipmeter tools and for local innovations. This had to do with the substantial
number of wells being drilled in the area,
and its proximity to the Schlumberger
headquarters in Houston. Some of the
innovations developed in south Texas
included the use of “knife blades” for
the sensors, in order to be able to obtain
better measurements in oil base muds.

NOVEMBER 2021

The high temperatures and pressures
often encountered in south Texas led to
the flasking of dipmeter tools, allowing
the logging of wells above 350 degrees
Fahrenheit. The need to be able to log
hole while going downhole required a
redesign of the four arms. This made it
possible to log the horizontal portion of
the Oryx (Sun) – Bagget 13. This was
the first time that the FMS was ever
logged commercially in a horizontal
hole. The high productivity of this
Austin Chalk well set off a drilling boom
in the Pearsall area. It was arguably the
first phase of the whole unconventional
reservoirs boom that followed.

The availability of world-class scientists working on the geology of the area
was vital. The Bureau of Economic
Geology (BEG) led the way with strong
support from the University of Texas,
Texas A&M University, Texas A&I

University, Louisiana State University,
and other universities. The oil and gas
industry, especially Shell and Exxon,
were instrumental in acquiring dipmeter
data, and for advances in its use. These
experts are too numerous to mention,
but were always available to help refine
the understanding of the rocks of south
Texas. The proximity to very similar
recent sediments in similar configurations was a huge benefit. Field trips
could be taken to Corpus Christi,
Houston, and Louisiana to observe the
same processes as were being seen in the
subsurface. The presence of the Frio,
Vicksburg, and Wilcox flexures allowed
numerous opportunities to delve into
the interior features of growth fault systems. Surface expressions of these faults
can be seen in south Texas, at Clarksville
near Corpus Christi, and help give perspective. Two very well studied deltas,
the Mississippi, and the Brazos, were
nearby, as were two world-famous barrier systems at Galveston and at South
Padre Island. All the above could be
routinely observed from the air on commercially scheduled air flights. All the
major continental, coastal and marine
depositional systems are found in both
the subsurface and on the surface. While
the deep water sediments (DWS) were
more difficult to observe, much of the
pioneering work on them was done in
the Houston and Corpus Christi areas.
This includes the seminal work of
Arnold Bouma and Pete Vail. A general
knowledge of the paleo-coastline
(Continued)
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THE DIPMETER TOOLS CONTINUED
ingful interpretations of stratigraphic
information. Depositional environments
and systems, sand body orientation and
geometry, as well as many other properties could now be routinely determined
A whole category of dipmeter applications can be classified as reservoir
descriptions. These include thin bedded, low resistivity pays, fractures, subtle perm barriers, etc. The calipers of
the dipmeter provide the best borehole
geometry and are the key to understanding present day stress systems. Much of
the geomechanical understanding is
based on these types of measurements.
Increasingly, the industry is recognizing
the importance of deep water sediments,
especially unconventional resource pays.
Borehole imaging tools such as the FMI
are proving vital to the understanding of
these reservoirs

and down-to-the-basin directions, made
for a good, first approximation of the
regional geology. This in turn, provided
a quick check of the likelihood of an
interpretation being correct. This iteration proved a valuable learning tool.
These techniques perfected in south
Texas have worked very well in both the
Far East and the Near East, even without the advantage of prior knowledge of
the regional settings.
In the case of the Austin Chalk, the
consistency of the properties of this rock
and of the stress systems that created
the fractures, allowed the interpreter to
focus on otherwise subtle and potentially unrecognizable features. This understanding of the Austin Chalk allowed for
a better understanding of fracturing in

14

general. This greatly enhanced the interpretation of later plays such as the Eagle
Ford Shale, and the various plays of
west Texas. These techniques perfected
in south Texas are a basis for fracture
interpretation worldwide.

From its humble beginnings as a tool
to determine structural dip, dipmeters
developed into the premier method to
precisely delineating faults and unconformities. While seismic tools do an
excellent job of defining faults, there is
no substitute for the hard data points
provided by dipmeters. The introduction of the SHDT allowed very mean-

The introduction of the presentations
required by the imaging devices to present their data, including the threedimensional information, has resulted in
a much better understanding of image
logs. The high vertical resolution of the
tools presented over long log intervals
has provided a way to scale up from core
and down from normal logs. By normalizing and correlating the high-resolution
resistivity data to other logs, a good
estimation of lithology is possible. The
dipmeter “tadpole” log has long allowed
the display of dip data over a large vertical interval. Polar plots such as
Azimuthal Frequency Plots (AFP) are
especially useful in terms of representing dip information. The “BorMap”
display shown allows the conversion of
3-D information into a 2-D format.
These types of presentations have
helped geologists to better visualize outcrops, borehole, and even whole cores.
Drilling engineers use them every day in
directional drilling.
(Continued)
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THE DIPMETER TOOLS CONTINUED

The Core Photos and Pseudo Imager
Display below simulates an FMI
“BorMap” type display of an epoxy
core taken from a point bar on the
Brazos River near Rosenberg, Texas.

NOVEMBER 2021

Note the various cross beds, ripples, and
bed boundaries that can be identified
and oriented. This helps visualize dip
and strike (and viewpoints in between)
in outcrop and whole core.

Unfortunately, much of the legacy dipmeter information has either been lost
altogether or is difficult to obtain.
Operators have traditionally not released
dipmeter information, so it often can
only be found in the files of the operator.
Worse yet, the tapes of these early dipmeters are usually no longer readable,
nor can they be computed if found.
Computed dipmeters are often no longer compatible with existing software.
Any accurate hand computation of dipmeters requires a large-scale paper copy
of the log, such as 60"/100’, to have
much accuracy. These “sixty inchers”
are rarely available. Using the abbreviations listed in the tool table on page 17,
one can at least determine if a dipmeter
was originally acquired. The result is
that most dipmeters prior to the 1960s
almost certainly will not be available for
computation. With the advent of digital
acquisition in the mid-1960s, there is
some hope, but these tapes were usually
(Continued)
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THE DIPMETER TOOLS CONTINUED
either not kept or are no longer computable. With the advent
of the FMS and FMI, operators recognized the importance of
keeping this information, and the reprocessing and reinterpretation of these logs is often quite possible. Whatever information is available, can of course be entered into modern interpretation presentations, even if by hand, and can offer new
insights.

tion to get structural dips from a single well is quite analogous
to the use of current imaging information to extrapolate away
from the borehole in situations where there is often only a
limited amount of log data available.

Improvements in dipmeter (imaging) acquisition are currently being made, particularly for oil base mud systems. Slim
hole tools are now available. There have been great strides
made in the improvement of the software for interpreting
imaging information. The usefulness of dipmeters in conventional reservoirs, and for understanding deep water settlements is being better appreciated. Ironically, the early motiva-

Tom Fett, PE went to work for
Schlumberger Wireline in 1966. He
became a dipmeter specialist in the early
1970s and retired in Saudi Arabia in 2000.
He has worked on dipmeters and other
open hole logging tools on six continents.
He is a geological consultant working out
of Bandera County, west of San Antonio.
He is a past chair of the SIPES San Antonio
Chapter.

THANKS TO THE SIPES 2022
CONVENTION SPONSORS



It's Not too Late —
There's Still Time to
Buy a Sponsorship!
See page 6 for more
information.

Diamond — $5,000
Emerald — $3,000
Platinum — $1,500

Gold — $1,000

Silver — $500
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SIPES Foundation Scholarship Appreciation

Please help the
SIPES Foundation
support these
important
scholarships!
Click Here to
Donate Online
Or mail to:
SIPES Foundation
1401 N. Central Expy.
Suite 105
Richardson, TX 75080
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SIPES Foundation Donors — October 1, 2020 to October 1, 2021
$3,000 - $3,999

$400 - $499

$100 - $199
In memory of Frank P. Sonnenberg,
#1417

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Willard R. Green, #1676
Scholarship Endowment Fund &
in honor of Robert C. Leibrock,
#1673

Scholarship Endowment Fund



$300 - $399



$2,000 - $2,999



In memory of Paul C. Perret, #1156
& Carlo C. Christina, #1191

$50 - $99

Scholarship Endowment Fund


$1,000 - $1,999

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Scholarship Endowment Fund



$200 - $299

Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of Jack P. Martin, #246

In memory of Willis E. Conatser, #1216

In memory of Sally J.M. Roberts,
#2075 & Hans R. Hansen, #1652

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Paul M. Strunk, #1869

In memory of Robert N. Watson, #585
& Charles B. Renaud, #507


Scholarship Endowment Fund

$500 - $599
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In honor of Richard H. Johns

Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of Al J. Bacon

In memory of Victor F. Vasicek, #766
& Jack G. Elam, #124
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2021-2022
SIPES
Officers

SIPES
Directors

SIPES Vision Statement

To be the preeminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests
of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
In achieving this vision, emphasis will be placed on
(1) professional competence,
(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.

